Chairperson’s Message

Dear Aspirants,
International Centre for Intellectual Training and Empowerment (INCITE), a world
renowned NGO excelling in rendering the services in the field of Academics and Training,
Scientific and Social Research and Refined Charity has completed Seven Years of Excellence
in Enlightening and Empowering the Society through unique activities. Realising the need for
creating Enriched, Elite and Dedicated Civil Service Aspirants budding out with successful
colours, the dream has come to reality by the launch of Acura School of Administrative
Studies, an initiative of INCITE.
Acura has clear vision, planned mission and unconditional elements of objectives to be
fulfilled in crafting aspirants from all walks of life, irrespective of geographical, financial
and societal constraints. We enable them to dream and cherish the success formula of
creating and crafting “the Best Civil Servants”, who would revolutionize and determine the
rising of India to be a Sustainable and Developed Country in the world. We exclusively
master them the skill to manage, talent to tackle and spirit to win the civil service exam with
a refined personality, Enriched Gray Matter and a Good Factor of Emotional Intelligence.
Acura Experience unravels the Aspirants and empower them to a graded platform and
further build knowledge, concepts, confidences, aptitude and updates upon it. We value the
dreams, emotions, anxiety and apprehension of every individual and promise a faithful and
worthy journey of remarkable and unforgettable golden days of your life with us. We have no
profit or commercial motivations and are truly dedicated to create promising, efficient and
successful Nation Builders and Policy Makers to the Steel Frame of Indian Administrative
Service, upholding the Excellence of our Mother India among the World Community.
Let’s Dream for a better Earth to live in with Good Standard for an Indian to enjoy three
meals a day, a worthy home to live, a sustainable income to lead a secure family life and
children to be Warriors to lead and prosper the nation, Making India –“ a Heaven on
Earth”.
Wishing you all the very Best and You are Born Leaders, Enjoy the “Knowledge Treat –
Topper’s Choice”.
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